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The Tint of Pragmatism

e

alvinists are admittedly men of principle.
They are, I think, essentially "deductionists~'
in their thinking processes. They deserve the
recognition that frequently comes to them
from the side of the orthodox and others, such as are
committed to the position that the Bible is the final
authority in thinking and living. But between their
thinking and the Bible there should be several important steps. Among them are: a correct inductive
method of arriving at the principle; an adequate
formulation of the proposition arrived at; and proper mental processes in drawing the conclusions in
theory and practice.

Acknowledged Lack
of Finality
The possibility of defection all along the line is
granted on the basis of Scriptural teaching that men
are depraved. This prevents Calvinists from being
the absolutists that many of them fain would be.
This lack of absolutism is self-acknowledged. Controversy is not the least heated by any means i.n
the Calvinistic circles, which certainly points to the
practical recognition that group-conclusions are still
far from absolute. There are official declarations to
the effect that the decisions arrived at by majority
vote may be in error by not being in accord with
Scriptural teaching, and methods are prescribed for
possible correction or modification. The motto Reformata Reformanda, indicating the need of continuous reformation, and inscribed upon the banner of
many Calvinistic thinkers, sustains the position that
the Calvinists in theory are by no means characterized by the absolutism often associated with them.

Presence
of Relativism
Neither can it be said that they deserve to be
labelled relativists, which contains implications that
are abhorrent to them. But that there is a bit of relativism in their thinking cannot be denied. It will
manifest itself in the .form of what may be called
opportunism. Sometimes this opportunism may be
personal and selfish. Principles will be ignored in a
given situation because they seem to interfere with
the advantages, pecuniary, or otherwise, that may
be sought. In such cases we are relatively relativists.
There was a time when men of Reformed conviction
were positive that any form of insurance conflicted
sharply with the proposition that God will take care
THE CALVIN FORUM
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of His people; and the acquisition of an insurance
policy, especially life insurance, was regarded as a
practical denial of the teaching of God's care for His
own. There may have been some.thing deistic back
of it. God was possibly expected to function in a
special way from heaven to eventuate this special
care. The theistic conception of God working in behalf of His people through their use of available
facilities was not grasped in the case of insurance.
Some even went so far as to interpret insurance
as a human attempt to evade the just judgment of
God visited upon men. But the position was and is
being modified to meet the exigencies of present day
living in our very complex society. It is obvious that
we are under obligation to examine and re-examine
our basic conceptions and thinking processes. God
did not give man the truth in such a form that it
could be understood, accepted, and applied without
the use of mental operations. Therein lies the possibility of error and the necessity of exercising extreme care in declaring a judgment as to the truth
and its application.

Peripheral Cases
Left to Conscience
That principles do not take care of all cases is
recognized by the general agreement that there are
peripheral or neutral cases that must be left over to
private judgment or to one's conscience. We often
get into difficulty with such a position because of the
relatedness of this world, of the Christian community, and of truth. It leads to subjectivism which
in turn is not far removed from relativism. Personally I am happy that we have left an area for special
personal responsibility, but that is by such grant an
area of relativism. There are positions that are dangerous because of the tendencies, trends, and so on
that they indicate, but a Calvinist will declare, "I
can't say it is absolutely wrong, but I do not like it."
Such cases are bothersome when the problem of
applying some sort of disciplinary measures arises.
Are we in this field of our thinking being scorched
by the curses of relativism? If so, is this then the
price we must pay for freedom and growth toward
maturity?

Church Order Indicates
Way of Correction
In the Church Order as formulated by the Synod
of Dordt (1618-1619) and adhered to by the Chris215

tian Reformed Churches, there is in its last article
a recognition of this relativism. It stipulated that
the Church Order could be modified in the interest
of the profit or the benefit of the churches. Though
this article is circumscribed in such a way as to forbid any arbitrary abuse of the principle here laid
down and based on such Scriptural declarations as
indicate that in the church things must be done unto
the edification of the same, there is room for the
adoption of practices that may vary with time and
place. One will, of course, recognize the wisdom of
such a stipulation.
Is there here a ,yielding to relativism or to pragmatic considerations? I am not here indicating that
such yielding would be or is undesirable or desirable.
Are we at times holding hands with the pragmatists
and relativists whom we disown because they leave
no room for the divine authority in the establishment
of truth?

Calvinism and
Pragmatism
Since the Calvinist like everyone else is surrounded by pragmatism and since every thought and activity with which he comes in contact is fairly
charged with it, it would not be strange if he had
escaped entirely its leavening powers.
Since there are various degrees and kinds of pragmatism, it may be well to comment briefly on each
of them. We may find a bit of one kind of pragmatism in our system, even though we have felt that
pragmatism is hostile to the type of thinking that
characterizes Christians. D. C. Macintosh recognized
five different types. 1 He called them; Essential pragmatism, Semi-pragmatism, Quasi-pragmatism, Pseudo-pragmatism and Hyper-pragmatism. Just a
word about each will have to suffice here. But that
word should indicate that we may have been walking
or perhaps even now are walking arm in arm with a
pragmatist whom we have failed to recognize.
Essential pragmatism maintains the position that
the true test of the truth is ultimately practical. It
asserts that truth is determined or/and recognized
by its consequences. Pragmatism of this sort does not
state that all that is useful or that works is true, but
all that is true will work. Was Jesus pragmatic in
this sense when he declared "by their fruits you
shall know them"? However, He did not mean to say
that by their fruit you shall know them, but you
shall know the truth-about-them. This sort of pragmatism is found in many Christian circles. We are
repeatedly urged to put the truth revealed in Scripture on trial. Individuals are urged to give God or
Christianity a trial, to pray, to go to church, to read
the Bible because the truth of these declarations
becomes evident on the basis of its consequences.
They work. There may be a bit of this among the
Calvinists but it is not of the genius of Calvinism,
1

216

D. C. Macintosh, The Problem of Knowledge, pp. 407 ff.

which rather insists upon the acceptance of divine
truth just because God said so. Thus the acceptance
of revealed truth is not conditioned by trials, but
becomes a divinely imposed obligation. The truth
does not therefore become evident through human
experimentation, but through divine revelation corroborated by the Spirit's testimony.
There are also the Semi-pragmatists, who regard
pragmatism as a supplementary device to meet the
deficiencies of pure intellectualism. But they do not
endorse the idea that practicality is the criterion of
truth. One may get the truth by revelation, by thinking processes, by setting up hypotheses, but the test
of the pudding is "does it work?" This could be the
position of many religious leaders who have given
some credence to the infallibilty of the Bible, but feel
that the transcription of the Word and human interpretation have brought about many errors and that
by their fruits we can be made sure, can be subjectively reassured about this matter. It is the laboratory method. Truths gotten from whatever source
must be tested and verified in the laboratory of life.
Ultimately one's experience is the determinator of
truth. This still leaves the person subjected to the
vagaries of subjectivism. There is undoubtedly room
for such verifying influences in the experience of
life, and that is the reason that many orthodox and
modernists appeal to it. But no Calvinist could tolerate the position that the truth is finally determined
by human experimentation. Human sinful deficiencies render the position unacceptable.
Macintosh also recognized the Quasi-pragmatist.
He was and is committed to the position that we take
for truth as practical all things that work but thc:.t
real truth is accessible only in some other way. They
make a distinction between what is designated as
practical truth and theoretical truth. Such destinctions have been known in the Catholic hierarchy. It
is highly necessary in any system in which the truth
is determined by a recognized human authority and
when later on the declaration does not seem to square
with scientific development. This sort of pragmatism, like every other kind is inimical to the general
trend of Calvinistic thinking. But it can be found
among individuals who find that the practical aspect
of a declaration or a proposition does not harmonize
with an accepted principle, allegedly Scripturally
based. I am thinking of the difficulty that our forefathers had in attempting to harmonize the doctrine
of God's providential care of His people and the practical necessity of insurance policies. And indeed,
something of this quasi-pragmatism may be found
in this unfortunate failure to harmonize faith and
practice.
There is also the Pseudo-pragmatist who insists
that every practical value of an idea or judgment is
a proof of its truth. I fear that when we view pragmatism with horror we have this conception of
pragmatism in mind, and feel that since this is not
THE CALVIN FORUM
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our brand of determining the truth we are entirely
free of the leaven of pragmatism. This, again, calls
for a careful re-checking of our position so that we
know it for what it is.
To make our list of types of pragmatism complete,
we should add that which has been labelled as Hyper-pragmatism. Macintosh d~fin~s it as the "d?ctrine that in addition to the cntenon of truth bemg
always ultimately practical, the essential nature of
truth not trueness, is just practical value usefulness,
or th~ process of its working, its verification." 2 Here
the matter has run its course. The alleged process 0£
2

Ibid.

discovering the truth has become identified with the
object of its search. The process itself becomes the
creed.
This essay is but another one in the series on the
self-examination of the part of Calvinists. We are not
entirely free of the idea of absolutism which we
sometimes strive after. We are not as free from
relativism and pragmatism as we had hoped. We
are individuals struggling between the concepts 0£
divine determination and human responsibility.
That is the reason we should never tire in rechecking our principles and the processes by means of
which they are derived.
H.S.

Prophets, True and False*
John H. Bratt
Associate Professor of Bible
Calvin College

I

David
and Saul

anger at injuries inflicted upon himself. When God's
people were ill-treated or abused, when God's truth
was trampled upon and His principles violated, or
when the innocent were taken advantage of, then
his anger was aroused. When Saul pursued him from
pillar to post, not one word of personal hatred and
resentment escaped him. What infuriated him was
the enmity of the enemies of God against the people
of God.

avid, a man of "complexity of personality/'
(Dean Stanley) ascended the throne m
what Los calls the "springtime of Israel's
history." The deadness and darkness of
Saul's reign was past. A new season presaging joy
and prosperity had begun. And to us?er it in, :-ve
have a theocratic king-one called m the ScripHis joys were fulsome and genuine. In contemtures a "man after God's own heart" (I Sam. 13: 14).
plation of God's marvelous handiwork, at the return
That lofty estimate of David must be rightly interof the ark to Jerusalem, and at deliverance from
preted. It by no means sets the seal of a:r~proval o.n harm and danger he burst forth in a rapturous joy
everything he did. It is rather a reflection of hlS
that was tinctured with awe and reverence for
truly theocratic character. He was called a "man
Jehovah. And as far as love and affection were conafter God's own heart" for two reasons: because he
cerned, he had large capacity for them. His friendhad a high regard for the kingship of Jehovah and
ship with Jonathan is one of the most celebrated of
all that it involved and because he had a high conall history. We read that "his soul was knit with the
ception of the sacred office held by any man who was
soul of Jonathan." It is true that Jonathan was a
the anointed of the Lord, so high in fact that if that
magnanimous and unselfish friend. He was a theoman were seeking his life he would not retaliate
cratic son of an autocratic father. Being the crown
when opportunity presented itself. It is our purpose
prince, the kingship. would, in the line of hereditary
to examine his character with some detail and set it
succession, become his. But Jonathan knew that God
in bold relief against that of his vastly different and
as Sovereign and Supreme King had the right to pass
vastly inferior predecessor.
by one and select another and seeing this Jonathan
David must have been a likeable character. So
is submissive to the will of God. There is no petty
far as we know there was nothing in him that excited
resentment or illwill in his character. Jonathan
others to a dislike or aversion to him. On the conboasts fine character but so does David, and their
trary he attracted others to him and added to that
love is the love of two great souls. David had the
the capacity of holding the loyalty of his follower~.
capacity for affection. And if that was true of an
One reason for it may be, as Los suggests, that he is
earthly friend, how much more so of his covenant
a man of strong yet tender emotions-"van teederen
God. He could say from the depths of his soul "I
aard." His is a combination of strength and tenderlove the Lord" (Ps. 116: 1) because he knew God
ness. His anger could fl.are out but in most cases it
personally and enjoyed intimacy of communion with
was anger at injustice done to others rather than
him and great blessings from him. That God was
- ; Prof. Bratt's study of true and false prophets in the Old an overlord who had great affection for his vassal,
Testament, which appeared in the May issue, is concluded hereand to him David would be loyal even unto death.
with (Editor).
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It is true that David grew in his God consciousness, in his awareness of the protection and loyalty
of Jehovah. He knew moments of fear when he
said, "There is but a step twixt me and death," and
he knew moments of weakness of faith as, for example, when he feigned insanity before Achish. But
nonetheless his God-consciousness developed and
grew apace and brought him to a strong love of God ·
and jealousy for the honor of God. Above all God's
honor must be maintained and his will be done. That
conviction explains David's willingness to take rebuke at the hands of Na than and Gad. They were
the prophets of God who were designated to serve
as advisers to the king. He was to rule in accordance
with their deliverances of the will of God. To heed
their words was equivalent to following the will of
God. David does so. He will take criticism and rebuke. A Seneca may write a book to defend the actions of a Nero, but a faithful prophet will rebuke
even a king when he sins, and if the man is theocratic, he will take it in good grace and seek forgiveness from the Lord. Nathan exposes David's sin
with Bathseheba and Gad his sin of the census-taking, and David inteprets it as a rebuke from God.
In other words, we have to do here with a man who
is deeply religious in the true sense of the word, a
man whose major interest is Jehovah and whose
grand objective is maintaining the honor and fulfilling the will of God.
II
Along with his deeply religious nature we should
note his cultural propensities. He had a sensitivity
to the finer things of life. Music was one of his first
loves. It was cultivated in his early shepherd years
when the strains of the harp filled the wilderness air.
So well did he play that he became a court musician.
He was also a poetic soul. Verse strove within him
for utterance and its precipitate is our collection of
psalms. Various types of poetry are perceptible in
that collection. And to mention but one more attainment, his architectural abilities are evident in
that the plans for the temple were entrusted to his
care. David was a man of no mean cultural attainments.
Los avers that if one were to pick out his outstanding character trait it would be his emotionalism. He
designates him as "emotioneel-actief" rather than
"verstandelijk-actief." He was intellectually minded.
As a true prophet he had deep insight into the truth
of God as the Psalm well indicate. He was also
volitional; with him there was no weakness or indecision. But he veered strongly towards the emtional. Think of his "indiscretion" in not acting in
keeping wth the dignity of his office at the return of
the ark to Jerusalem; think too of his dealings with
Absalom after Amnon was slain and of his forgetting
his faithful retinue when son Absalom was slain.
That emotional faculty appeared to take the preeminence with him and color many of his actions.
218

It remains to be said that although David was a
fine and exemplary character, a "man after God'8
own heart," he too had his besetting sin. It was
passion and lust. The besetting sin of his son Solomon was love of luxury, but David's was the "lust
of the flesh." He was a polygamist and apparently
not for political reasons as was the case with Solomon. David fell deeply when ensnared by the
demon of lust. In the adultery with Bathshebe
when "passion dethroned the conscience" there was
also murder and temporary impenitence. But let it
not be forgotten that he repented; and his repentance was genuine and therefore forgiven. He knew
what it was to bathe his pillow with tears of grief for
sin. He knew what it was to cast himself upon the
mercy of God and say, "Against thee and thee only
have I sinned and done that which is wrong in thy
sight." He knew too the assurance and the sweetness of forgiveness so that he could say "Blessed is
he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is
covered, unto whom the Lord imputeth not inquity
and in whose spirit there is no guile." David was a
great soul, typical of the Messiah as prophet and as
king and an ancestor of him who was to come as the
Saviour of the world.
III
Saul, his predecessor, was by contrast untheocratic and autocratic in character. Just why God per
mitted such a man to hold the distinction of beine
the first king of his people is not easy to explain.
Augustine suggests that it shows that Israel was not
yet ripe for the kingship and that they showed it by
selecting one who proved to be notoriously unfit for
the responsibility. Calvin interprets it as a punish-·
ment upon Israel for rejecting God as king, and
Tuck speaks in the same vein when he says that
"the self-will of the people was punished by giving
them a self-willed king." But be that as it may, he
differed radically from his successor.
That is not to say that Saul is utterly unappealing and unattractive. On the contrary, our first impression of him is favorable. Did not he show filial
affection and consideration when he suggested to his
servant that they return home lest his father worry
about him more than about the asses which had
strayed? Was it not modesty that impelled him to
hide "among the stuff" when he was acclaimed
king? Was he not courageous when the battle
raged? Did he not exhibit patriotism in fighting
valiantly for his country? Was there not even
some religious devotion when he leveled the heathen
images at the beginning of his reign?
And yet the trend of his career, i.e., "early promise
- gradual deterioration - ruinous fall," indicates
that his was a purely formal service of Jehovah.
Subsequent events show that he obeyed God only
insofar as he cared to do so, and from that point he
took matters in his own hands. Thus he stamped
himself as an autocratic king. A theocratic king
THE CALVIN FORUM
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like David regarded his authority as being delegated;
an autocratic king regarded it as resident with him.
Saul, with whom the volitional preponderated, was
autocratic and being so, was self-willed and self-interested. His career shows no concern at all for the
honor of God. So far as we can discern, he paid
little or no attention to the temple, the ark; and the
priesthood and the Urim and Thummim were to him
but a handy device for ascertaining the future. It
is true that on one occasion he joined himself to a
company of prophets and participated with them so
that the people asked in surprise, "Is Saul also one
of the prophets?" But too much must not be read
into that episode. As Calvin says, God permitted
him to prophesy even as he permitted the ass of
Balaam to speak. Saul's main concern was to protect his dynasty and ward off, if he could, the "pretender" to the throne. How he sought to liquidate
David! And how his anger flared at Jonathan for
taking the part of David! Saul was self-willed and
self-seeking. And as far as advice and rebuke were
concerned, apparently Saul would have none of it.
He had little to do with Samuel. He needed no
counsel, so he thought. And he could not take criticism. When criticism came or things went badly,
he became morose and gloomy. The demon of depression and melancholia entered his soul (I Sam.
16: 1). He strikes us being a man who knew that
he was doing wrong and yet refused to admit it and
make a clean breast of it. But instead he persisted
in it. He sought to justify himself and defend his
own interests and when worst came to worst, he
fell on his sword and killed himself. He loved only
himself and his own interests. That being the case
there is no true affection for others and for God.
Some one has called him a "man of the moment, not
a man of principle." This indicates for one thing
that he lived by expediency; there was no mainspring of the fear of God in his soul. It indicates in
addition that there was with him a certain hastiness
and impulsiveness of temperament. He often acted
on the spur of the moment. Think of his flinging
the javelin at David. Think of his sacrificing before
the battle of Michmash. Think too of his massacre
of the priests of Nob, on but the word of one man
and he an Edomite. Los is of the opinion that this
implusiveness gives the explanation for his reputed
bravery. That there was with him no iron fibre of
courage but rather an impetuousness that flung him
recklessly into the battle. And with that type of
temperament Los thinks that he would have made
a far abler leader of an army in the field than a king
over a people. He reminds this writer of Emperor
Tiberias, the man who ruled over the Roman empire when Christ went to his death. Tiberias too
was a great military commander, an amiable and
congenial monarch at the beginning of his reign but
one who degenerated into a gloomy depressive and
who became a cruel and unscrupulous tyrant.
THE CAL VIN FORUM
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Thus we note a striking contrast between David
and Saul: the one having deep affection for God and
for fellowman and the other loving himself; the one
with lofty aspirations and cultural interests and the
other a stranger to the finer things of life; the one
fearful of offending his covenant God, the other fearful of competition and fearful of public opinion; the
one deeply religous, filled with "godly sorrow" whe;J.
he sinned, the other a superficial formalist who knew
only the "sorrow of the world"; the one theocratic,
ruling in the name and with authority from God, the
other autocratic like the pagan kings; the one who
died in ripe old age and "was gathered to his fathers
in peace" while the other died a suicide and like
Judas in the New Testament went down to destruction.
IV

Jeremiah
and Hananiah
Jeremiah, who has been called "the prophet of
the bleeding heart and the iron will," carried on a
ministry of some forty years (625-586?) during the
reigns of Josiah, J ehoiakim and Zedekiah. Those
were days of great crisis for the waning kingdom of
Judah. Her "sands of time" were running out and
it was Jeremiah's painful duty to predict the destruction and exile of Judah on account of her sins.
He must proclaim in season and out of season that
her days are numbered. And that was no small
burden for a man of Jeremiah's temperament to
carry. For he was timid, retiring and peace-loving
by nature and he shrank from such an unpleasant
task. In the first chapter of his prophecy he calls
himself "but a child" and intimates that he is unequal to the duty devolving upon him. But by
touching his mouth Jehovah impresses upon him the
truth that human ability and effort are secondary
and that divine power and adequacy are primary;
that, as Jeremiah avers later on, Jehovah is the
Potter and he is but clay, pliable in the hands of the
master. And Jeremiah is content with it since it
implies that Jehovah will qualify him for duty.
Come what may, no matter how disagreeable the
task, he will be faithful to him, and thus he is what
Cheyne calls "not a hero by nature but a hero by
grace."
For it is this fidelity to Jehovah and devotion to
painful duty that, in my estimation, stamps the
prophet Jeremiah. He was subjected to untold
humiliation. His message fell on unwilling ears
since he counselled submission to Babylon. He was
sneered at and ridiculed. He was set in the stocks
and cast into a dark dungeon. And King Jehoiakim
burned the scroll on which his prophecies were recorded. But despite reproach and maltreatment,
scorn and contempt, he was true to his calling. He
did not dilute his message nor did he make it more
palatable. Truth to him was more dear than popularity. Neither did he forsake this ungrateful and
rebellious people. Like Moses of old, to whom he
219

bears much resemblance, he stayed with them warning and admonishing and "through all the slow,
heartbreaking steps of . . . political decadence, he
went down with his nation into its grave" (Ballantine, cited by White, p. 181). He was consecrated to
his calling. In his self-sacrifice he refrained from
marrying as "a herald of the approaching dissolution
of a doomed commonwealth" (Shaeffer, The Call of
Prophetic Service, p. 128). In his strong faith in
God's Word, he did not hesitate to purchase a field
in the homeland (Ch. 32) knowing that a remnant
would return even as God had said. He was consecrated heart and soul to his calling.
This is not to say that he experienced no waverings. When his patience was exhaust he did give
vent to strong feeling and a spirit of vindictiveness
(11:20; 15:15; 18:19-23). Like Job of old he too
sank into the doldrums of melancholia and cursed
the day of his birth (20: 14). But despite these
lapses, which incidentally indicate that he had his
share of human fallibility and frailty, he stands out
as a grand champion of Jehovah who, despite major
odds and a substantial bloc of hostile public opinion,
was faithful in his duty and a strong prophet, not
strong in himself but "strong in the Lord" whose
Word was very dear to him (Ch. 15: 16).

v
Jeremiah had to contend against false prophets all
through his career. They opposed him both in the
homeland and in Babylon. The political situation
in brief was as follows. Josiah, the father of Jehoahaz, was in all probability a vassal of Assyria. At
least he met his death in an effort to prevent a
march of the king of Egypt against Assyria. Josiah's
son Jehoahaz who succeeded him was taken captive
by the king of Egypt after a three month reign.
Jehoiakim conspired with Egypt against Babylon
but in the fourth year of his reign Nebuchadnezzar
won the battle of Carchemish and became master of
the West. From then on the matter of the proper
attitude towards Babylon was the pressing question.
There was agitation galore. There was no unanimity
of advice. False prophets advised resistance to
Babylon, thinking that by the aid of Egypt they
might be able to throw off the oppressor. Jeremiah
however counseled submission to Babylon. No wonder that he was accused of being pessimistic and unpatriotic. His opponents seemed to be optimistic
and patriotic but actually they were merely chauvinistic and superficial and had no concern at all for
the moral and spiritual welfare of Judah nor for the
honor of Jehovah.
And then when Jeremiah's predictions had been
fulfilled and the exile had begun, the false prophets
became active again. To this class belongs Hananiah,
about whose identity nothing is known except that
he was the son of Azzur and came from the vicinity
of Gibeon. Hananiah vigorously opposed the de220

liverances of Jeremiah. And he did so graphically.
He took the yoke from Jeremiah's shoulders (that
which represented the yoke of captivity), cast it
down to the ground, and broke it in pieces-thus
symbolizing the breaking of the power of Babylon.
Jeremiah was a deluder, he said; Jeremiah was unduly pessimistic, the captivity would last but two
years and then they would return to their own land.
Apparently Jeremiah was humiliated and defeated.
He retired from the scene. But when Jehovah came
to him with a message (again showing that the prophetic work was occasional) and told him that not
only would the bar of wood become a bar of iron
but that Hananiah would die during the year because he had spoken rebellion again Jehovah. And
thus Hananiah disappears from the scene. He could
not appeal to the deliverances of previous prophets
of God; hence he had no tradition of prophecy with
which his message would jibe. He had no deep concern for the spiritual renovation of God's people.
Sincere or insincere he had nothing but superficial
hopes and idle promises, and so even though he
obviously is in public favor, needs make no personal sacrifices, and carries no heavy burden, yet subsequent events show him up to be an impostor and
deluder while Jeremiah, the much maligned, the
burdened, and the persecuted is revealed to be the
true prophet of the Lord.

VI

Daniel and
Antiochus Epiphanes
Daniel was one of the most brillant luminaries of
the exile period of Old Testament history. He had
been carried captive by Nebuchadnezzar in the
contingent that was taken in the third year of Jehoiakim, king of Judah. And because he and his
friends showed unusual promise and perhaps because there flowed some princely blood in their
veins, more attention was paid to their training; and
they (particularly Daniel, God's prophet of this period whom he designated as a recipient of dreams
and visions) came to positions of prestige and prominence. We aim in this section of the paper to set
in contrast Daniel, a prophet of God who receiv0d
special revelations and did his part to preserve unpolluted the true religion-and one to whom he
refers in his prophecies, Antiochus Epiphanes, a
disciple of Hellenism and an agent of Satan, whose
major aim was the obliteration of the true religion.
Daniel was a man of many noble qualities. He
had integrity sincerity, altruism and genuine godliness. So far as his friends were concerned, they
found in him a confrere that was "true-blue." He
did not compete with them for positions of prominence, he did not seek to rise at their expense, but
rather he aided and abetted them in every possible
way. When the king offered him the position of
viceroy of Babylon and headship over the guild of
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magicians, Daniel sought to have some of this honor His highest aspiration was not wealth-he would
and authority transferred to his three friends (Dan. have none of Belshazzars' gold (5: 17)-nor was it
2: 49) . And so far as Jerusalem and his homeland honor-he wanted none of the credit for interpretwere concerned, he was patriotic in the best sense ing these predictive dreams and visions (5: 12)-but
of the word. He loved the Holy City, which to him what he was interested in was the worship and servwas a symbol of the City that is above; and in the ice of the true God. How often he speaks of the
th~rd year of Cyrus, when others of his people were
sovereignty of God (cf. 2: 30-22; 5: 18, 19 etc.) and
making the "trek" back to Palestine, he was unable of his kingship that shall survive every other kingto accompany them and we find him "crying and dom (7: 14) ! How impressed,he is with the holiness
fasting for three weeks."
of God and the consequent need of God's people to
plead
for forgiveness of their sins against such a God
In his relations with the earthly monarch with
(Ch.
9)
! How much the covenant faithfulness of
whom he had to do we find him dependable,
courageous and sympathetic. They discovered in God means to him (9:4) and how faithful he is in
him a young man who had ability not only but who prayer and communion with Him, even to the exwas reliable and faithful and who merited their ev- tent of being willing to lay down his life for it! His
ery confidence. He could be trusted with positions convictions were deep-seated and true, and he goes
of responsibility. He had administrative ability, and down in Biblical history as a stewart of the truth, a
so Nebuchadnezzar made him chief of the wisemen witness to the faith under adverse circumstances,
and governor of the whole province of Babylon; and a predictive prophet who sketches the succeedBelshazzar made him third ruler and Darius elevated ing empires of the Intertestamentary Period (cf.
him to the position of the first of three rulers over Chps. 2, 8, 9, 10 etc.).
one hundred and twenty satraps. He bore himself
with so much dignity and blamelessness that he ex··
VII
cited the jealousy of the other princes, and since they
Antioch us Epiphanes (dubbed "Epimanes," the
could find no fault in him they connived at a religious
madman), the "little horn" of Daniel (8: 11) and
decree that would discredit Daniel and hopefully
the main figure of the Syrian period of Intertestacost him his life. Significantly, when the king realmentary
History, was by contrast ignoble and desized the implications of his decree it disturbed him
picable of character. He has little to commend him.
greatly (6: 14) because Daniel had endeared' himHe came to power, not by honest effort and faithful
self to the king.
service, but by cunning and deception and intrigue,
That is not to say that Daniel was a fawning traits already predicted of him in the book of Daniel
courtier. He had devotion to principle rather than (cf. 8: 9, 23, 25). The fact is that he was not the
devotion to men. His was a courage born of faith. true successor to the throne. At the death of SelHence he did not hesitate to request Ashpenaz, the eucus Philopater, the throne should have gone to
chief of the eunuchs that he and his friends might his son Demetrius, but by flattery and deception it
be exempted from eating the king's dainties. (N.B. came to Antiochus, a student of Aristotle and a
He made the request not because he was a vegetarian fanatical supporter of the Greek religion and culbut very likely because this food had previously ture. He ruled with despotism and duplicity.
been dedicated to idols and because there was the
As to moral standards he had none. He played
ever-present danger that "unclean" food might be
fast
and loose with the truth, and he did not hesitate
served, inasmuch as the Babylonian chefs were
to
use
his fellowmen to serve his selfish ends. Like
neither acquainted with nor interested in Mosaic
Nero
he
loved "wine, women and song" and in his
regulation. Incidentally we have here a very fine
drunken
sprees he would shed his dignity of offke
example of Daniel's insistence on the antithesis). He
and
hobnob
with the hoi poloi.
did not fear to speak to the angry Nebuchadnezzar
who had laid the death sentence on the magicians,
As to the Jews and the Jewish religion, for them
nor did he hesitate to tell the king his calamitous he had naught but antipathy. He tried to break
dream ( 4: 27). He even rebuked Belshazzar for down the antithesis by staging pagan wrestling
"not humbling his heart" (5: 22). Not that he was matches for the young and by establishing theatres
hard and callous in conveying these judgments of for the old in the city of Jerusalem. He deposed
God. It did not fill his soul with glee when these Onias, the wearer of the pontifical robes, and sold
heathen kings suffered personal humiliation or when the high priesthood to his brother Joshua who took
their kingdoms toppled and fell. When he had to the Greek name Jason. He placed an image of Zeus
pronounce judgment on King Nebuchadnezzar, we in the temple that had been dedicated to Jehovah.
read that there was "silence of one hour" ( 4: 19), an He slew a hog in the Holy of Holies and sprinkled
hour of sorrow and grief I take it .that these dire its broth thruout the sacred precincts-interpreted
calamities were about to befall the Babylonian king. for us as the abomination of desolation." He plunThe outstanding quality of Daniel is of course his dered the city of Jerusalem, and when a false rumor
devotion to his covenant God in a pagan milieu, thus of his death in battle occasioned unrestrained rereminding us of Joseph of many centuries before. joicing he took vengeance by killing 40,000 Jews.
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And he virtually set up an inquisition in an effort to
stamp out the Jewish religion; all who insisted upon
circumcizing their sons, all who possessed a copy of
the law and refused to destroy it, and all who refused
to sacrifice to idols were summarily put to death
(cf. account of heroisms in II Mace.). Apparently
the only time that he had any use for the Jewish
religion and its devotees was on his sickbed when
he sent for the Jewish priests, asked them to pray
for him, and promised to better their lot if their
prayers were efficacious. Therefore he was the kind
to use the Jews' God in an emergency.
Of such character was Antiochus Epiphanes, ::i.
type of the Antichrist or at least his tool, a man who
tried forcibly to instate Hellenism and obliterate the
true religion with its radiant hopes of a Messiah to
come. He failed miserably. The "little horn" of
Daniel was crushed, the sovereignty of God in history was vindicated, and the true religion was preserved. It would develop apace and in the fourth
empire of Intertestamentary History, as Daniel had
forecast, its Messiah would appear upon the scene.

God, and Antiochus, the agent of Satan: the one dependable and faithful, the other dishonest and intriguing; the one administering his office with integrity and equity so that no fault could be found
in him, the other ruling wth despotism and tyranny;
the one deeply interested in the truth of God (9: 11,
13 etc.) the other doing his utmost to "cast the
truth to the ground" (8: 12); the one concerned
about maintaining the antithesis and keeping clearly defined that line of demarcation between God's
people and the world, the other endeavoring with
might and main to break down the wall of division
and in order to permit heathenism to smother the
Jewish religion; the one a friend of God, looking
forward with anticipation to the coming of the
Saviour in the fourth empire, the other an enemy of
God and of his Christ and whose failure typifies the
terrible end of the enemies of the Lord.
Most of our subscriptions run out with this issue
and are renewable with the August issue. Is yours?
Look at the address label. If it is, will you help us
by sending your renewal promptly? Thank you.

Note then once again the sharp contrast between
Daniel, the courageous and conscientious prophet of

The Dynamics of Peace

(Concluded)*
Rene de Visme Williamson
Professor of Political Science
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee

VII
HE last remaining idea in Paul's definition
of faith is substance. Faith is the substance
of things hoped for. This is perhaps the
most truly magnificent idea of the fom.
Not the things hoped for, but the substance of one's
hope is what Paul says. The composer's faith was
the substance of his sonata; Bismarck's faith was the
substance of his German Reich; the faith of the
signers of our Declaration of Independence was the
substance of America. This significant truth may
explain why so many creative men lose all interest
in their creation as soon as it is made-sometimes
even before it is entirely completed. What material-ization with its inevitable imperfections can
compare with the ideal conception upon which it is
modeled and the faith whence came the conception?
What need do really great creative spirits have cf
the applause and rewards (so seldom given!) of
* The April number of the "Forum" carried an article by
Professor Williamson, entitled "The Dynamics of Pea,ce," in
which he discussed a number of obstacles in the way of world
peace, obstacles we cannot hope to remove until we begin to
take seriously the Pauline definition of faith. Jn the present
issue Professor Williamson continues his analysis of that definition, and concludes with an inquiry into the relation between
faith and truth (Editor).
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men? If they did need to see their creations and
gather the rewards of men they would not be great
or creative. They would be like the public-praying,
ostentatious, alms-giving Pharisees of whom Christ
said that they verily had their reward already. But,
like the disciples, these great creative spirits thrive
on a different reward, for their citizenship is in
heaven where no material imperfections spoil master-pieces and where no one has to bear the burden
of lesser men who do not understand. Faith is its
own reward, i.e., the substance of the things hopecl
for. It is like a volcanic intrusion, unfortunately .so
quick to cool and harden into stone, of heaven into
our own tormented world. One would venture to
say that if Winston Churchill would indulge in a
little introspection and remember how he felt when
his indomitable faith saved his country in its darkest
hour, he would say that this was also his most
glorious hour compared to which the day of victory
several years later was a good deal of an anticlimax. Blood, sweat, and tears are distressing
things, but by faith the great leader who was like
the incarnation of John Bull's magnificent strength
of character had the evidence then that beyond that
blood was victory and that through the mist of sweat
and tears shone a rainbow promising that justice
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would yet be done in the world. That was indeed
the substance of the things hoped for, craved for,
prayed for. Could any human being be more bountifully rewarded? Faith is one of those peaks of human
experience which knows no limits of space and has
the timelessness of heaven; it is the connecting cable
man has with God whence all power comes.
Putting together the different ideas in Paul's defintion of faith, we get a full and adequate concept
of the great driving power that can dissolve prejudices left unimpaired by education and silence
the men of ill-will. We now know that faith means
full commitment, being a witness, the evidence of
the things not seen with physical eyes or the eyes
of unaided reason, the substance of things hoped
for. It would be better to say that faith has something of prophecy in it than to characterize it as a
preview of the future. Faith is not a kind of running ahead of schedule to peep at the things that lie
several jumps hence. It is more on the order of an.
X-ray or, better still, a fluoroscope which pierces the
opaqueness of the present and penetrates through
time to apprehend directly the realities of the spirit
and intellect. Faith, therefore, is not only commitment, witnessing, evidence, and substance. It is
also a form of self-confidence.
Why were Thomas Jefferson and Otto von Bismarck, for instance, so sure that the things they
hoped for would be realized-in fact, were already
realized in substance when they conceived them-since they could not possibly know that on the basis
of pure reason? These things they hoped for were
well beyond the range of sight, even for such farsighted men, but they were confident that they
would be able to translate those things into political
actualities. They were not guilty of conceit in being
so confident, for it was not man the transitory being
of flesh and blood but man the spiritual being that
they relied on. This kind of self-confidence is really
a form of confidence in God. Man is capable of reformation as well as adaptation, and it is because he
is made in the image of God that he has this power.
That is not to say that all the great men who tapped
this eternal source of strength have been aware of
doing so. Many were not. But it is characteristic
of all men of faith that at least some of the things
they do will be much better than they know. Desirable and important though it is that men should
know by name and acknowledge the great force
that drives them on, they will none-the-less be
carried along if they choose to ride it.
VIII
At this point in the discussion, it becomes necessary to inquire into the relations between faith and
truth. The problem arises because the world knows
faith and faiths. As a matter of actual practice, the
faith of an individual is inseparable from its content,
and it is a fact that its content is diverse and often
conflicting as we find it among individuals and
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groups. It is permissible and useful, of course, to
dissociate the two for purposes of discussion. Beyond this point, however, it would be nether realistic nor right to continue the dissociation, because
it would make faith a morally neutral force by sidestepping the question: faith in what? Unless an
answer be given to that question, there is no way
to decide whether a man's faith is true or false. On
the other hand, if an answer is given, there will be
people who refuse to accept it even if it is true. One
of the most stubborn and unpalatable facts we have
to face is that there are always people who hope for
things that are evil and whose faith rests on conceptions that are untrue. The apostle Paul recognized this when he spoke of "things hoped for" and
not "things Christians hope for." It could be that
he meant his statement to apply only to the faith in
Christ which he was propagating, but the wording
itself recognizes by implication that his definition
fits other faiths as well.
However much we may be opposed to Hitler and
what he represented, we have got to admit that he
too was a man of faith. His career shows it, and so
does his book Mein Kampf. The trouble with him
was certainly not that he lacked faith. On the contrary, he had an uncommon amount of it. All that
one needs to do to realize this is to imagine the
situation as it looked to Hitler during the several
months he had to spend in jail. He had very few
friends, if it is proper so to designate persons who
were willing to support him for their own purposes
but who would not publicly admit that support. He
had low grade army connections, but so did many
other rabble rousers and agitators in those days.
He benefitted from the leniency of disloyal magistrates, but this leniency was very shabby encouragement at best because it was based on an unflattering
and mistaken estimate of his harmlessness and insignificance. Various attempts by historians to
straighten out the record may cause certain revisions
of detail here and there. But they will not alter the
essential facts. Here was a man who had been
caught red-handed in an evil and silly plot against
the state, a man who had no citizenship, no education, no money, no steady employment, no dependable friends, no social prestige whatsoever. The
Weimar Republc, which he hated and which blocked
his ambition, had survived its painful beginnings
and showed signs of growing strength. Improving
economic conditions threatened to do away or
seriously diminish the mass discontent on whch he
had been counting. Relations with France and the
former Allied Powers were due for improvement
and the Stresemann era was at hand. Hitler's party
was definitely on the down grade, and his own position as leader was far from secure and was challenged
by ruthless and unprincipled rivals. Could any
situation look more unpromising than that? And
yet, in spite of it all, this physically weak little
corporal, this unknown Austrian "house painter,"
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to be feared because it comes at a time when the
moral level in almost all western countries is generally bad. We cannot expect, therefore, to catch
up and compensate for our tardiness by drawing on
the moral reserves of our friends to prevent a war
as we have on their military reserves to win one.
How long can we enjoy peace in a world seething
with ill-will between Jew and Gentile, Arab and
Jew, Teuton and Slav, Oriental and westerner, Communist and anti-Communist, capitalist and proletarian?
It would be pleasant if we could rightly derive
much encouragement from the number of people
who have not thus far allowed ill-will to dominate
them. Unfortunately, it would be indulging in wishful thinking to do so. The absence of ill-will does
not automatically signify the presence of good-will,
because having no will at all is also a possibilityand it is the one which happens to be characteristic
in this case. Most of our citizens are gradually sinking into a pervasive negativism whereby they know
only what they don't want, and even that is losing
some of its definiteness. It is in this negativism that
the true significance of our last election lies. The
Republicans won no victory: it was the Democrats
who lost! Several million Democratic voters failed
to go to the polls because they felt the Truman Administration gave them nothing worth supporting,
and they erroneously concluded that the Republicans
would hardly do worse. Anothe~ manifestation of
the same shrinkage of the human spirit is easily observed in the popular reaction both here and abroad
to international developments since the defeat of
the Axis. What do these developments show? That
the various governments, official pronouncements
to the contrary notwithstanding do not strive for
peace even as an objective, and the consequence is
that there are national aspirations for peace but no
peace policies. That in each country the government is following a number of loosely connected
policies derived partly from tradition and partly
IX
from the exigencies of the moment in each iss11e
It is impossible to do any real thinking about separately considered. That the various governworld peace without realizing the importance of ments are doing nothing about the really decisive
the problem of dynamics. What is it that vitiates problems such as the need for a strong international
the functioning of the UNO, throttles attempts to government independent of the several national
amend and improve the charter of that organization, governments but responsive to their peoples, the
and makes the prospects for more adequate interna- necessity of making atomic energy safe for the
tional institutions in the future seem illusory? Is it world, the determination of colonial peoples to
technical ignorance, or economic incompetence, or liquidate old-style empires and to acqure a new
political inexperience? Not primarily. Far more status (except in the case of India), the overwhelmpotent is a profound and widespread moral deficency ing world-wide demand for the bare necessities of
which prevents us from making the most of what we material existence now and for a more satisfactory
do know. Angelic voices once sang of peace on economic order thereafter, the desperate need for
earth and good-will toward men, but numerous relieving ominous and growing racial tension so
contemporary voices that are anything but angelic practically. everywhere, the longing for reasonably
are singing a song of ill-will toward men which permanent diplomatic settlements externally and
eventually means war on earth.
constitutional re-organization and stabilization inThe resurgence of this kind of mentality consti- ternally. The striking thing about the popular retutes a sinister development which is all the more action to these facts in one nation after another is
this queer upstart with a shady ancestry who spoke
ungrammatical German with the thick accent of a
South German peasant became the Chancellor and
dictator of the Reich in ten years' time, and in a
little less than ten years more he was the absolute
master of nearly all Europe and came horribly near
achieving world dominion! His unwavering faith
in hmself and his cause carried him over all obstacles
from the lowest depths to the dizziest heights. Hitler's spectacular rise to power is an indisputable
fact which is not to be minimized by the trite remark that it is history that makes such men and
not the other way around. To begin with, the remark is unenlightening because it does not explain
why it should have been Hitler rather than one of
his numerous rivals who took advantage of that
critical period. Neither does it tell us why a nation
like the French should have found their Clemenceau during World War I but not World War II.
Whatever the reason may be for the failure of a
leader of this calibre to appear and to take control,
we do know that it was not any lack of need for him
on the part of the French nation. It is an unjustified
optimism that holds that all emergencies produce
leaders capable of rising up to them, and that the
call for strong leadership is always answered.
Hitler's example shows that faith even in the
wrong thing generates stupendous power but that
when it is evil and false, it is power for destruction
and self-destruction. Because evil and error marred
its contents, this faith brought grief and disaster
along with power. Faith determines the power, and
truth determines the outcome. Omnipotence without omniscience and absolute goodness is nihilism
and puts the man who seeks it in the position of an
imposter. The attributes of God are not like the
detachable leaves of a loose-leaf notebook, nor are
they subject to the separabilty clauses with which
Congress sometimes tries to protect its statutes from
the Olympian thunderbolts of the Supreme Court.
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its passivity and cynicism. It is the reaction of people who need much and expect nothing. The dissatisfied peoples of the world do not rise and explode: they sag and crumble.
The existence of ill-will and lack of will is not a
figment of the imaginaton but a concrete fact and
that is why there can be no lasting peace unless the
problem of dynamics is solved. There must be some
power to convert or neutralize ill-will. This much
is as plain as anything could be and ought to be recognized as a truism. Not so plain however, is the
corollary that this power must be spiritual, because
using any other kind of power to convert or neutralize large amounts of ill-will would involve a strui:rgle so great as to be equivalent to the very thing ;e
are trying to avoid, nam,,,ely war. It would be futile
to deceive ourselves by giving it another name. Once
the use of force has passed a certain magnitude
police operations acquire the character of militar;
operations to such an extent that it is no longer po3sible to distinguish between them. This is not an
argument against international sanctions, for there
are aggressions which can be checked by force
profitably. But it is an argument to remind us of
the limited efficacy of sanctions.
There must also be some power to create wills
where they are non-existent and to make weak wills
strong. Human nature has no greater fondness for
a vacuum than physical nature. To have no will is
to beg to be bossed, and the consequence is slavery
when one person does the bossing, or 'War when sev·eral persons atempt to do it. Weakness is likewise
more closely associated with war than with peace.
We often overlook this because we know that the
:veak are very unlikely to be guilty of aggression. It
ts none-the-less true that the weak invite aaaression
. h
bb
mt
at t h eir very weakness is a constant temptation
to the strong.

x
The source of the power that can cope with both
ill-will and negativism is faith. There must be a
~estoration of faith, therefore, to its rightful place
m the life of individuals and nations. It is not a
question of removing the mountains into the sea but
only one of getting the nations of the world to have
enough faith to strive for their own peace and welf~re with vigor and intelligence. This hardly looks
hke a task beyond man's ability to perform-though
there are doubtless some people who think the mountains w~uld be easier. If social scientists are going
to contribute to the performance of this task, they
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will have to rid themselves of the still considerable
remnants of their once dominant prejudice against
religious concepts and the facts of religious experi~nce. There is a good chance that they will do so,
masmuch as the philosophy of positivism is on the
wane and the tendency to over-specialize has fallen
into disrepute. Faith is admittedly of special concern to theologians, but not to the extent of giving
them a monopoly over it. They would certainly not
be justified in withholding their findings from political scentists who want to use them for the cause of
peace. As scholars, theologians are under the obliga~ion common to all members of the fraternity of the
mtellect of making their findings generally avaiiable, to increase our fund of knowledge, and to permit their being used in the service of mankind. As
Christians, they are bound in conscience to recognize the claims inherent in the universality of the
priesthood. On the other hand, social scientists
ought to be as willing to accept these findings as the
theologians should be to give them. Even positivists,
according to the best interpretation of their doctrine, must accept all facts regardless of origin and
are not justified in rejecting those that happen not
to jibe with some preconceived theory.
As thinkers we have learned to isolate different
aspects of reality for closer study, and as citzens of
a liberal democracy we believe that the separation of
church and state is to the best advantage of both institutions. But this does not mean that we deny the
one-ness of reality itself, and neither does it preclude us from recognizing that religion and politics
are not separate because the institutions that serve
them are separate. Thus, the apostle Paul was one
of the most profound religious thinkers of all time,
and yet he was also a superlatively successful political leader in the sense that his work could not be
destroyed by the mightiest empire in the ancient
world, that his influence has exceeded by far the
outern1ost reach of Roman authority, and that his
achievements have proved incomparably more lastting than those of Alexander the Great. In our efforts to establish peace on earth, therefore, let us
remember that the example of the apostle Paul
means more than that of the emperor Constantine.
Most of our subscriptions run out with this issue
and are renewable with the August issue. Is yours?
Look at the address label. If it is, will you help us
by sending your renewal promptly? Thank you.
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The Christian Critique of Art
H. R. Rookmaaker
Graduate Student of Art
University of Leiden

F we as believing Christians consider the criti-

does not lend itself so easily to man's control, beque of art, we must begin by asking what the cause God governs the laws of His creation, and
Scriptures have to tell us about it. And then man can change his own sinful heart least of all.
we see that though art is referred to in a gen- Beyond the Saviour, Jesus Christ, there is no real
eral way, little is said about the details of style and salvation or renewal possible. Man over and over
the standards of beauty, though often mention is will have to capitulate to the reality laid down by
made of the norms of faith and morals. The Bible {God, and he will always have to reckon with the
is not specific in speaking of the beautiful and the fallibility of man. Thus the world, as it is conugly since it is taken for granted that everyone is structed by the humanist, will show the character
able to distinguish between the two, even as in our I of a compromise-a compromise between the ideals
daily life this presents no problem for us. Some- ~ that the humanist would like to develop out of his
thing else is apparent in this silence of the Scrip- f ideal philosophy and the world as it really is. This
tures concerning art, namely this, that although God ~ is the case whether he will accept it or not. This
placed beauty in creation and also created the talent in the field of art means that only then will true art
to make works of art, He has nowhere given a spe- be possible if the artist is willing to submit to norms
cific command concerning this gift, as He has done, of beauty laid down by God in creation.
for instance, in the matter of preserving the faith
It is very well possible to experiment with some
and fleeing from evil. "Seek ye first the Kingdom of kindred spirits and to create works of art in which
Heaven, and all these things shall be added unto all the laws of beauty have been negated. But in
you" is written, and this command found wonder- this way permanent value of beauty and art will not
ful fulfillment in our seventeenth century.
be created. Man cannot modify the laws of beauty
When we consider more closely the problem of if he wants to produce real art. He will only be
how the art of this world, namely that created by able to press a personal stamp on his works by emunbelievers, must be judged, then it is not a question phasizing certain elements at the cost of others. All
of distinguishing between beauty and ugliness. It this will depend on the order given to the artist and
is rather this-in how far does the unbelief of the on the artistic problems which he tries to solve.
worldly humanist affect his art? In answering this These problems will in a great measure be deterquestion we limit ourselves to the art of the last mined by his attitude to life ii;i general. Neverthefour or five centuries, to the age of Humanism, less, certain possibilities laid down by God in creawith which we are most concerned. Roman Cath- tion will be disclosed although man will neglect and
olic art we shall not consider at this time nor shall pass by others.
we attempt to exhaust all the possibilities of our
theme. Man and his art and his life are so rich and
Humanist Art to
variant and God's creation is so great, also in the
the Glory of Man
daily activity of the unbeliever, that we shall never
Thus was the Humanism of the fourteenth and
be done with our study of these. We can only touch
fifteenth
centuries in which new things were unupon certain facets of this subject.
covered pertaining to art. We think here of the
portrait, the representation of landscape scenery, the
The Folly of
exact painting of reality by means of perspectlves
the Humanist
and the striking treatment of light and shadow, the
Humanism is a system of spiritual heresy that right presentation of the human figure in the m~t
controls the whole life and the striving of its ad- difficult poses, the art of oil painting, of wood and
herents. Its fundamental principle is the self- copper carving, etc. Who would deny that here
sufficiency of man. The humanist recognizes no real possibilities were disclosed? Now these dishigher authority than his "better-ego." He rules coveries were in the service of the humanistic idealhis world according to his own will and elevates ism: the portrait was used to augment the honor of
himself to the position of God, and he imagines man. The humanist sought for the presentation of
that from this independent position he can will all the so-called ideal-the ideally beautiful man who
things and rule all things.
can act out his heroic deeds in ideally beautiful
The humanist sees reality as a stubborn element surroundings-deeds speaking of man's greatness
that must eventually submit to his will. But reality and independence. The task given to art was to
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glorify man and to present reality as the humanist
thought of it ideally. Striving and working to meet
these demands, the humanistic artists, Raphael,
Michelangelo, Titian, Van Dyck, Watteau, and others, have created beautiful pieces of art. For they
bowed, perhaps contrary to their inclinations, to the
law of God. Otherwise their works would have
been put aside immediately. Certainly their seeking and striving was in a very limited direction, and
that, too, gave to their work a certain unbalanced
perspective, which, especially in- the works of their
followers, had disastrous results.
Watteau showed us the feminine grace as it had
seldom been done. But while working in that direction, the genre, called to life by him, watered
down all too soon and became ·sentimental and insipid, while the feminine types of the master became less and less realistic in the works of his followers. Van Dyck, the great portrait painter, made
all women equally elegant and beautiful, but insignificant. His portraits of men took on the same
ultra-refined poses.

Judge for Yourself But
Remember God's Laws
We come now to the conclusion that we must
make a distinction between the creative work and
tendencies of the leading stylists and the result of
their labor. In the final analysis we are concerned
with the critique of the concrete paintings. · We
must not jupge the artist when we are looking at a
picture, but consider the painting itself. And we
should do this as we judge all other things-according to God's laws.

We must speak of art as good or bad, beautiful or
ugly. Certainly this is to be considered in the first
place, but the norms of morals and faith should not
be neglected in our critique. The concrete painting
must be judged according to the law of God. And
this will in no wise offer difficulties if we look at the
picture objectively and with a scripturally-trained
discrimination. Let us not hesitate to use our judgment simply because we are not artists ourselves.
To look at paintings and enjoy them is something no
one else can do for you. Do not be afraid to judge
for yourself. ·
Certainly you can learn from artist friends.
Museum catalogs are also helpful. There you will
find many facts concerning the pictures. Of course
you can make mistakes in your judgments, but only
by visiting the museums and enjoying the paintings
by yourself can you acquire a real appreciation for
art, particularly if you compare the inferior and the
superior works.
We have emphasized the objective critique of the
painting rather than of the artist himself. Now you
may say that art cannot be good unless it has been
done to the glory of God. It has indeed been written in the first Corinthian letter: "Whether ye eat
or whether ye drink, or whatever ye do, do it all to
the glory of God." The text speaks about eating
and drinking and not about how the food was made,
for notice that in this part it is sacrificial meat that
is referred to. This is similar to appreciation of
art: we do not judge the artist-God will do thatbut we judge the art work itself. Let us do this
to the honor of God and thank Him for the good we
may enjoy in art.

The Quest for Serenity: An Appreciation
Johannes Broene
Professor Emeritus,
Department of Psychology
Calvin College

BROUGH the courtesy of a kind friend I
recently acquired a new book-The Quest
for Serenity by G. H. Marling, Principal of
The Baptist Theological College, New South
Wales, Australia. The publisher, The William B.
Eerdmans Company of Grand Rapids, has provided
not only a neat binding, good paper and presswork,
but has done so at a very moderate price.
After reading the book, it seems to me that it
should become a classic of its kind. The Rev. J. K.
Van Baalen has recently said that "the book ranks
with the very best of the mystical output," and
that "it is worth being read and reread many times.''
This expresses accurately my own well-considered
judgment.
It is both interesting and significant that within
a narrow space of time we have had no less tfian
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three books of this genre. First in point of time
was Rabbi Liebmann's Peace of Mind. Then, almQ_St certainly a Catholic's reaction to the book,
came Monsignor (now Bishop) Sheen's Peace of
Soul. Now, last of them all, Morling's The Quest
for Serenity. Of the three the last is for a Protestant Christian much the most satisfying. Not
that there is not in Rabbi Liebmann's book much
that is wise and good. Plainly, too, there was much
in the man that is altogether lovely. But a liberal
Jewish rabbi's book on peace of mind could hardly
satisfy a Christian. Bishop Sheen's book comes
nearer the mark. After all, the bishop is a Christian, an admirable one too, and much in the book
meets with one's hearty and unqualified approval.
But the bishop is a Catholic, and, as we want him
to be, a thoroughgoing and wholehearted Catholic.
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However, for that very reason his book can not
satisfy a Protestant who is as much a Protestant as
the good bishop is a Catholic.
That is the merit of Morling's book: It is a book
by a Protestant for Protestants. Indeed, there
have been many periods in history when men have
been seeking serenity, but there probably never
was a time when men needed it more.
Marling himself says he has written "much more
in terms of principles than of rules." That, of
course, is all to the good.
The book has grown out of the author's own experience. He reveals how .he himself has attained
at least a measure of serenity. No serious Christian
can read thoughtfully this bit of autobiography
without immediate and lasting benefit. Quite the
most intriguing part of the book, it seems to me, is
the frontispiece. It represents the author. I returned to the picture over, and over, and over
again. It fairly haunted me. What was it that I
saw? One thing even the most hasty glance reveals
immediately-the man has tasted of grief. The
face is a sad face. But this too is plain: his sorrows have not soured him. Plainly the man has
made hs peace with God. The face is serene. It is
also kind. What a wonderful husband, and, if he

has children, what a marvelous father he must be.
His academic robe tells us he is a teacher. Even
still, at my more than three score and ten, I should
like to occupy a seat in the rear of his classroom.
His pupils, I feel sure, love and revere him. He
looks as every Christian should look. So few do.
I once heard my father say that there is somethng wrong with a Christian if his animals are unaware of it. Of this one may be sure: Morling's
dog, if he has one, knows very well that his master
is a Chrstian.
Finally, the face of the frontispece is 'a thoughtful face. It is the face of one who ponders the
mysteries of God.
"Oh," I hear some reader say impatiently, "fiddlesticks; you just ,do not read all of that in the
picture. You only think you do." It may well be
he is right. Having read the book probably, quite
unconsciously, I read into the picture more than I
actually see. But, admitting this, I contend that all
I have said could be found in the face were one
sufficiently discerning. And, moreover, I am confident that if my reader will himself have a look,
he too will see much of that which I think I see.
I need hardly say that this is not a review. It is
something less pretentious. It is an appreciation.

The Empirical vs. the Formal Approach
in Language Teaching*
J. J. Lamberts
Assistant in the Department of English
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

I
"'HE recent discussion relative to formal dis··
cipline in the Reformed Journal raises a question which, though not stated in so many
words, is nevertheless answered. This question, "Is there a Christian approach to grammar?''
Professor Zylstra elects to answer affirmatively
when he says, "I felt that something like a proper
respect for language, a proper respect for also that
phase of it which is grammar, is part and parcel of
* A lively controversy on the subject of "formal discipline"
in language teaching sprang up in the pages of "The Reformed
Journal" during this past winter. It began when Professor
Henry Zylstra of Calvin College, in a survey of some of the
inadequa[Cies of contemporary education, argued for a return
to the traditional formal apprnach to language teaching. Professor John De Boer of the University of Illinois countered
with a plea for the currently dominant, more psychologically
oriented and empirical approach. The discussion, begun in the
"Reformed JournaJ" for November, 1951, continued through
to February, 1952. It is to Dr. Zylstra's argument in that discussion, and particularly to his misgivings about the principles
underlying Professor Charles C. Fries's "American English
Grammar," that Mr. J. J. Lamberts is in the following article
taking exception. We gladly publish it at the suggestion of
the editors of the "Reformed Journal," who felt, now that the
argument was moving out of the general into the specialized
area, that Mr. Lamberts' piece is more suitable to the metier
of the "Calvin Forum." We hope that Dr. Zylstra will care to
reply in these pages soon (Editor).
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the Christian sense of man. And so I was concerned to advocate that we do not reduce it to the
level of a tool, a technique, to the level, that is, of
nature. If we do that we shall end up without any
possibility of making our teaching Christian."
This puts quite a burden on any would-be dissenters. And yet it seems to me that some of the
assumptions Professor Zylstra makes at the outset
deserve more attention than he has bestowed on
them.
In casting his vote for the "logical" approach to
language, as opposed to that employed by the descriptive linguists (rather than "functionalists"), he
has assumed that there is such a thing as a fundamental logic underlying all language. This is an
old and often warmly cherished belief. But it is
nothing more than an assumption.
"The medieval scholar," Leonard Bloomfield
writes, "saw in classical Latin the logically normal
form of human speech. In more modern times this
doctrine led to the writing of general grammars,
which were to demonstrate that the structure of
various languages, and especially of La tin, embodies
uniVersally valid canons of logic .... Philosophers,
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to this day, sometimes look for truths about the universe in what are really nothing but formal features
of one or another language." 1
Some scholars are willing to go even further and
to suggest that, if there is such a thing as a system
of universal logic-and I am sure that the Christian
will affirm that there is-then it is to be apprehended
only through the limitations of one's language. A
brilliant statement of this thesis, with· lucid documentation from languages completely unrelated to
English, was published some ten years ago by Benjamin Lee Whorf. The orginal articles were recently
reissued under the title, "Four Articles on Metalinguistics."2 Say Whorf: "The why of understanding
may remain for a long time mysterious; but the how
or logic of understanding-its background of laws or
regularities-is discoverable. It is the grammatical
background of our mother tongue, whch includes not
only our way of constructing propositions but the
way we dissect nature and break up the flux of experience into objects and entities to construct propositions about." 3
Still another scholar, also an intelligent linguist
once wrote, "For our knowledge is imperfect and
our prophecy is imperfect; but when the perfect
comes, the imperfect will pass away. When I was
a child, I spoke like a child, I thought like a child, I
reasoned like a child; when I became a man, I gave
up childish ways. Now we see in a mirror dimly,
but then face to face."
Put this aside for the moment, with all its tremendous implications, and consider the suggestion that
"reason inform language." I take this to mean that
sooner or later the characteristics of a group philosophy will find their way into the language spoken
by the group. It is an interesting romantic notion
and has led to a host of equally romantic bits of
nonsense-for instance, that the loss of the inflected subjunctve in present-day English is correlated with a decay in a sense of obligation. One
may point out that this loss was well in progress in
the earliest records we have of the English language,
and that presumably this sense of obligation has
been declining for no fewer than twelve centuries!
On the other hand, using an equally valid approach,
one may point to the extremely precise shadings
made possible in our periphrastic modes and aspects
and conclude that our sense of obligation has become overwhelming. Or consider this situation:
In present-day English the various words which
1 Leonard Bloomfield, Language, p. 6. New York: Henry
Holt and Co., 1933.
2 Benjamin Lee Whorf, Four Articles on 11-fetalinguistics.
Washington: Foreign Service Institute, Department of State,
1950.
These appeared originally as follows: "Science and Linguistics," The Technolo,qy Review (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology) XLII (April, 1940); "Linguistics as an Exact
Science," Ibid. XLIII (Dec., 1940); "Languages and Logic,"
Ibid. XLIII (April, 1941); "The Relation of Habitual Thought
and Behavior to Language," Language, Culture and Personality; Menasha, Wisconsin.
3 Whorf, Op. cit., p. 21.
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"modify" the noun almost invariably precede it.
Must we suppose that we are so given to abstraction
that we intuitively name first the quality and then
the thing to which it belongs? Then why should
verb modifiers follow their verbs? Do we stop abstracting after getting past the subject of o u r
sentence?
If reason is to inform language, it may find itself
backing out of its cul-de-sacs by the aid of sophistry.
II
From time to time descriptive linguists feel some
concern because lay persons as well as grammarians
of other "faiths" make no effort to understand the
attitude of modern linguistic science. Professor "
Zylstra has made a creditable attempt but he has
fallen short of the central doctrines.
While there are many phases to this study, here
are some of those which concern the present discussion: 1. Linguistic science is not concerned
with speculations about language. Its subject matter is the objective, physical speech act. Writing
is simply one of several methods by which the
speech act may be projected beyond the immediately present time frame. 2. The "meaning" of a
linguistic signal-or speech act-is to be found in
the stimulus-response situation with which it is
correlated. Meanings are obscure when the relation between situation and signal is unclear; when
linguistic signals become applied to new situations,
the meaning is said to have changed. From this
point of view any discussion about "real" meanings
of words is ridiculous. 3. The linguistic signal is the
only thing that passes between speaker and listener
(apart from gestures, which are themselves distributed on a cultural basis and are in no sense universal) and hence the only medium by which
meaning is transferred. 4. A description in physical
terms of the linguistic signals constitutes a description of the language. 5. A description of a language
or dialect must include a statement regarding the
significant speech sounds. These are not distributed haphazardly but occur in astonishingly orderly arrangements. The linguistic scientist insists
that human language is orderly and that a separate
formula is possible for every language, past, present
and future. 6. The meanings conveyed by the
various sound patterns (these happen in presentday English to be words, but this is not universally
so) are not of a kind. There are "content words"
or "lexemes" which have referents in the universe
-objective as well as subjective-and are classified
in English as "nouns," "verbs," "adjectives" and
certain "adverbs." The terms are far from precise
and apply to only a limited number of languages.
Although one may "understand" many or even all
the content words in English he may still be unable
to comprehend a single English utterance. 7. English has moreover certain distinctive patterns of
inflections and word order. It has also a large, but
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not unlimited number of words that have no referents but that function solely to convey grammatical meanings. Linguists describe these three
matters as the "grammar" of English, and they
find that English can be described as an orderly
structure, in other words a system. 4 8. The structural features of present-day English distinguish
it as English. These structural features differ from
language to language and from a given language
at one time to that at another time. Each language
at a given time thus constitutes an integral system. 9. There is no "universal grammar," no
"ideal grammar," no "deteriorated grammar." 10.
The structure of any language is able to accommodate fully the linguistic needs of those who
speak it.
III
When one examines a particular language historically, he finds that not only does the vocabulary
change, but the pronunciation and also the grammatical structures change. It is interesting to me
that nobody to my recollections has ever suggested
that the beginning of this linguistic change is explained in the Bible account of the Tower of Babel.
We do know from demonstrable facts that language
changes at a consistent and mathematically predictable rate of speed and that nothing will impede
its continual "drift."
Linguists are frequently troubled to find how
blandly indifferent the "formalists" are to language change. Too often the traditionalists select
an arbitrary "standard"-the writings, say, of the
18th Century "Augustans" in English literature.
Scholars have been known who attempted to purge
Shakespeare of "grammatical errors," which were
merely differences between the structures of English of one period and that of another. Even today,
in spite of the work of the linguists, there are people who imagine that the English language is "deteriorating" and that they have an artistic, patriotic, scholarly, and even moral obligation to arrest the progress of dissolution.
The entire "formalist" position tends to remain
subjective and its adherents characteristically misunderstand what the descriptive linguists have to
tell them. It is not surprising to find Professor C.
C. Fries once again misunderstood. 5 Professor
Zylstra is touching on a part-but once again not
a central part-of the Fries position when he mentions the summary dismissal of right or wrong, correct or incorrect in grammar. This is usually para4 A concise statement of this is to be found in the introductory section of the Thorndike-Barnhardt Dictionary. The article
on grammar is the joint product of Professor C. C. Fries and
Professor A. T. Kitchin.
5 An instance is the dispatch fom
Detroit shortly after
Christmas, 1951, in which a national news agency quoted Professor Fries as giving blanket endorsement to the use of
"ain't." This was, of course, an outrageous distortion by an
irresponsible reporter, but newspapers throughout the nation
gave it a big- and smug- play, because, naturally, they
"knew better."
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phrased by the "formalists" as "Fries wants to discard all standards!" It is good politics to raise this
issue for the iconoclast is immedately suspect.
This is what Professor Fries has done: He has
taken a vast amount of written material-largely
letters from the files of government bureaus-and
classified these letters in accordance with the relative social positions of the various writers. In one
group he has put letters written by clergymen, educators, jurists and other professional people, all
of whom may be said to have prestige in their communities. In another group he placed letters written by persons who attained no more than a few
grades of grammar school, who were engaged in
unskilled labor, and whose income was quite
limited. After he has analyzed the details of these
two levels of writing, he is able to make certain
statements about them. With some significant exceptions, as for instance the fantastic "rules" about
shall and will, Professor Fries describes as the
prestige dialect the English which the "formalists"
endorse. Here, however, is the difference. Professor Fries and the company of linguists to which
he belongs will never say, "This is good English,"
but "This is Standard English." There is nothing
"good" or "bad" about English as a matter of values.
There is nothing immoral in splitting an infinitive
or letting a participle dangle or using a multiple
negative. It is far more simple than that. The
"best" English is spoken by the "best" people and
"bad" English is spoken by people who are not
necessarily morally, but who are definitely socially,
unacceptable, and therefore "bad." One need not
get philosophical at this point. A dialect gets to
be a standard language only if those who use it have
economic, social, political or artistic prestige. The
adoption of the London dialect as a literary language in the 15th Century is a clear example.
I am frankly very skeptical of any attempts to
camouflage the business of conferring a socially
more acceptable dialect as a problem in right and
wrong. There is simply the hard social fact that
one dialect is more convenient to use in one's occupation or social group than another might be.

IV
This does not mean that we have to discard anything in language that may have to do with "mind"
or with the spiritual aspect of man. Many of the
materialistically oriented modern linguists consider
speech a purely mechanical type of behavior. They
have checked off the idea of "mind" and certainly
anything beyond that.
Unpalatable as the Christian finds this utter
materialism, it has been of salutary service in ridding our thinking of almost superstitious attitudes
regarding language, pushing back, as it were, the
border between that portion of the language where
the organism and its reflexes operate and that area
where one makes certain choices between true and
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false, between right and wrong. This is a different
"right" from the snob "right" of class dialect.
It is only within very recent times that we have
been able to observe and to explain with some de-·
gree of preciseness what occurs when a human
being talks. The incredible complexity of it staggers the imagination. In uttering a sentence of
average length a human being puts into operation
more muscles and muscular controls than a workman does in ten hours of hard physical labor. Every single speech sound in every word of this sentence will have been made with a precision that
would be the envy of the finest violinist. In addition there are bewildering matters like "economy
of effort," which is not mere "slurring," but an extremely puzzling faculty which appears to introduce a kind of balance and timing between identical
features in utterance. Very probably all language
has a mathematical basis. Yet many children of
from three and a half to four years have mastered
the entire complicated phonetic structure of the
language they have heard spoken. Have animals?
As a matter of fact, after long practice a certain ape
has mastered a few noises which some people regard as speech sounds. They are nothing of the
kind.
The structure of any language, whether presentday English or Sanskrit, or Hopi, or Coptic, has a
perplexing symmetry. It is only recently that extensive work has been done in morphology, and
far more will presently come to light-even with
regard to the language we speak. Researchers have
devoted years to problems of morphology and syntax and yet we are aware that nearly every child
of six has mastered the structure of the language he
hears spoken. By that I mean that he can employ
any of the structural devices with complete freedom. We sometimes imagine that animals can understand conversation. Actually there is not a
shred of evidence that a dog or cat or ape can recognize anything except a limited number of individual words. Human speech is a human function and the fact of language is one of the staggering miracles of creation.

v
We have to remember that the phonetic and
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grammatical aspects of language are dealt with on
the automatic level. No musician studies a note
on the score before him and decides that it indicates
this or that key on the piano, whereupon he plays
it. He would not claim to be a musician unless he
had spent strenuous hours training himself habits,
that is, habits to regulate every movement of every finger. Human speech, as we have said, is far
more complicated. But we get much more practice producing it and consequently it is much more
a master of habits. Since "grammar" is a set of
habits, the whole idea of "teaching grammar" is a
delusion. One can tell a person what he does, provided it is told in relevant language and without
such distractions as parsing, diagramming, and a
good many of the terms carried over from Latin.
It will have no more effect on one's language than
a lesson in physiology will have on one's digestion.
We do not exercise choice awarely in employing the
devices of grammar. Thus I cannot conceive of
any such thing as a "Christian" grammar of a
"Christian approach" to grammar.
But the things we put into this structure-the
symbols we select to interpret our experience and
all the other things on the lexical level-can be
regulated, for they are subject to this "free will" of
ours. At the lexical level one's Christianty appears
or goes into hiding. There are choices to be made
at this level and they ought to be Christian choices.
An examination of much unsatisfactory writing
will reveal that, apart from insufficient mastery of
certain mechanical techn._iques, the grammatical
structure is only occasionally defective (and then
pathetically often as a result of too much "schoolmarming" in grammar). It is the vocabulary-the
precise matching of verbal symbol with idea-that
is inadequate. We can teach our student how to
match ideas and symbols, affording him an everincreasing abundance of choices. The structure is
no more than a set of reflexes-of habits, if you
prefer-which drill or imitation of a model will
serve to modify for reasons of social convenience.
But the choices give one a tremendous opportunity
for Christian orientation in his teaching. If the
teacher gets the choices arranged as they should
be, he will have fulfilled his calling.
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~The Voice of our Readers~
PROFESSOR VANDER ZEE'S ANSWER

church of Ethiopia. Early in 1951 the Evangelical
Church of Ethiopia, which was ever a thorn in the
flesh to the ancient Coptic Church, began to have
trouble. For various reasons the officials of the
government were able to issue court orders closing
Dr. Cecil De Boer
one church after another and imprisoning the
THE CALVIN FORUM
Ethiopian
ordained ministers and elders as well as
Dear Dr. De Boer,
church school teachers. Even as in the days of
I agree substantially with the Rev. Vander
Christ, false witnesses could always be found; so in
Plaats. I am criticizng poetry, not theology. His
Ethiopia many false charges were brought against
citations of the Biblical use of the cleansing power
these men and the churches; church services were
of blood should not and do not shock me. I also forcefully broken up; the churches were sealed.
agree that the fountain in Zechariah may be corThe congregations would then gather in the homes
rectly interpreted as a fountain of waters that of various church members. This too was forbidsymbolize the blood of Christ.
den. Anyone found leading such services in the
But one thing he does not make clear is that house or even under the trees was arrested. After
blood has no cleansing power in itself; the cleans- much trouble appeals were made to higher courts
ing power of water is attributed to blood. C. F. and finally some of the prisoners were released, but
Keil in his commentary on chapter 13: 1 develops only to be arrested time and again on other fake
this idea thoroughly. He shows how the figure of charges. Some of the churches were ordered to be
the fountain is derived from the Old Testament opened but the local court would find some other
use of sin water, i.e. water which removed un- charge which would enable them to keep them
cleanness. "Earthly sprinkling water is a symbol closed. To date the opposing forces seem to keep
of the spiritual water by which sin is removed." the agitation and persecution going and stir up
The cleansing of that spritual water is finally con- propaganda against this foreigners' religion (and
nected with the blood of Jesus.
the foreigner), and they has thus far been quite
Cowper's figure is not a fountain of water; it is a successful.
fountain ,of blood. The Bible never speaks of a
As in the past, so now, too, persecution is not
fountain of blood. Biblical imagery and the sacra- weakening the true church of God. The offended
ment of baptism make that delicate connection of prisoners rejoice in suffering for Christ, and the
the cleansing quality of water to blood. Cowper Word of God is dear to them and real. The church
turns the water into blood. His image is just as shall be strengthened through it but certainly the
absurd as it would be for one to say that the water forces of evil are active and making the most of
in the baptismal font is actually blood.
every opportunity to oppose and destroy that which
A good image will carry the mind of the reader has been built up. The combined forces of the
directly to the thought or emotion that is implied Coptic Church and those of the political leaders
in the image. In Cowper's hymn the direct flow who are filled with the Nationalistic propaganda
from image to meaning is blocked by the insensi- can do much to greatly curtail and limit the future
tive picture of sinners plunged into blood.
of missions in Ethiopia.
Sincerely,
In the meantime, new work has been started in
ANDREW V ANDER ZEE
other parts of Ethiopia. In 1947 and 1948 I wrote
you about a survey three of us made to explore the
---•--possibility of opening stations in the area toward
MISSIONARY WORI{ IN KENTUCKY
Hyden, Leslie County Lake Rudolph. As a result of this survey a new
Kentucky station was started in Maji in 1949 and another
Dr. Cecil de Boer
station in the Ghimeera area. Both of these staThe Calvin Forum
Dear Dr. De Boer,
tions are strategically located and are reaching peoThank you for your letter. We shall be glad to ple and tribes who have never before heard of the
comply with your request and send you some cor- Christ. We pray God may open up the hearts of
respondence from and about Kentucky.
the people there as he did for the people in the
Our last letter to the Forum was sent from Ethio- Sayo area where there are some of the finest Chrispia and, I'm afraid, a long time ago. Much has tians we have had the privilege to fellowship with.
happened snce then, especially to the indigenous
And now we are back in America. After an all
The following letter is in answer to the Rev. Vander Plaats'
critical review of Mr. Andrew Vander Zee's article on "William Cowper, Calvinist Poet" which appeared in our February
issue. The Rev. Vander Plaat's letter was published in the
May issue.
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too short visit with our folks in California we came
to fill an urgent need here in Kentucky. Here too
are some surprisingly primitive areas and some
roads which even surpass the roads in Ethiopia for
roughness and impassibility. Here in Leslie County
at least, one finds much which indicates that this
indeed is the last frontier of America. Evidently
the churches of America think so too, for there are
a great many missionaries to be found in Kentucky
-nearly as many as there are varieties of the protestant faith. The Roman Catholics have never
been well received in the South but can be found
here and there. Here in the South East part of
Kentucky there are missions of the Presbyterian
U.S.A. Church, the United Presbyterian Church,
United Brethren, Seventh Day Adventists, Northern Baptists, Mennonite, Swedish Evangelical,
Dutch Reformed besides ma n y independent
churches and workers; of the latter some good and
some not good!
Besides all these "Fotched On" or "Foreign"
churches, as all outsiders are called, the Kentucl>:ians have their own well attended churches such
as The Church of Christ, The Church of God, Holiness Church, and of course the "Hard Shell" Baptist church. The worship of the mountaineer in
some of these Churches, especially in some of the
Holiness churches, varies a great deal from worship such as you and I know it. It is here that we
find them undergoing great "religious" emotional
experiences and at times the handling of the rattle
snake to give evidence of having received the Spirit.
Since the law doesn't permit snake handling anymore, some have taken up the practice of handling
fire. These practices make us think we're back in
foreigns lands in the midst of black magic but with
this great difference: over there they knew not
God. Here they get out "The Book" and prove to
you from Scripture that what they are doing is
Biblical.
There is much interestng history here in Kentucky not only political but also religious history.
We'll be glad to be your Kentucky correspondent
if you think such material will be of interest to
your readers. I'm sure, however, that this material will not be as "heavy" as some of the excellent articles which we find in the Forum!
Sincerely yours,
F. w. DEN DULK, M. D.

---•--FROM NOR'l'H IRELAND
Dr. Cecil De Boer,
Calvin College and Seminary.

15 College Sq., East,
Belfast,
North Ireland.
April 12, 1952.

Dear Dr. De Boer,
I was glad to read the letter in your issue of
March last from the pen of Gerri t J. Vande Riet.
You probably noticed that when your first editorial
on Roman Catholicism appeared in the Forum, I
gave it a hearty welcome in The Protestant; but
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your succeeding editorial on the question of sending or not sending an ambassador to the Vatican
compelled me to take issue with you in the same
columns. As Irish correspondent, I do feel that
had you the political background of Romanism as
a politico-religious system which we have in Ireland, your second editorial would have had a very
different outlook. Calvinists in the British Isles
are, on the whole, becoming more and more aware
of the fact that in Central Europe today, Communism is a reaction to the irrational authoritarianism of Rome and the social depression and feudalism championed by her. Outside Russia, where
once a system not far removed from Romanism
held sway, one of the biggest Communist parties
is in Italy-on the Pope's doorstep. I note that
Gerrit J. Vande Riet made that point, too.
Romanism is a totalitarian system. Its doctrine
of the Church, its history and persecuting spirit in
the past and today in Latin America and Spain go
to prove that. Many on this side of the Atlantic
are at last beginning to realize the short-sightedness of uniting with one such totalitarianism to
fight another. If we employ a rogue to fight a
scoundrel, we will, at the end of the day, have to
deal ourselves with a rogue or a scoundrel and
probably both. This attitude is becoming popular
here in relation to cooperating with Franco's Spain
-where the famous "Freedoms" are denied-to
combat, or at least unite against Soviet Russia.
Many ask: Where is the consistency of such a
policy? Exactly what are we supposed to be striving for?
It is also becoming clear to observers in Britain
that Rome is opposing Communism as an atheistic
system and not so much as an economic or even
political system. If ever Communism should evolve
beyond its present primitive form, would co-operation between Moscow and Rome be impossible, or
even improbable? Some are already asking that
question here, remembering that Rome 5'stoops to
conquer."
The writer is not dogmatic on these points although he does feel that your recent editorial on a
matter that caused quite a hub-bub in certain
circles in the States, should be viewed in the light
of these and similar issues. Calvinists throughout
the world, however, will agree that the only totalitarianism which they can recognize, and which
men ought to recognize, is the totalitarianism of
Heaven-not the sovereignty of the State or of
the Church, but of God. Let us not lose sight of
this fundamental principle of Calvinism in dealing
with the problems of life, whether they be great
or small. And I do thank you for your editorials.
They provided a splendid framework for a comprehensive discussion and were a pleasant change
from the depressing indifference or empty slogans
which too often represent the position of Protestant
people.
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The World
Council
As I write, plans are in progress to hold the first
conference ever to be held in this country of the
British Council of Churches, which in practice is
but a sub-section of the World Council. The council is to be given a civic reception in Belfast and
will be entertained by the Northern Ireland Government. The Archbishop of Canterbury will preside at the meetings. Arrangements are also under
way to hold a meeting of evangelicals to inform the
people of the nature and aims of the W. C. C.
Doubtless the existence and work of the I.C.C.C.
will also be discussed. It is expected that ministers
a n d members of the Reformed Presbyterian
Church, the Irish Evangelical Church, and other
evangelical groups will unite in this effort. The
National Union of Protestants (1) has given valuable assistance in this witness, and its members
will doubtless support the minority group.

I. C. C. C.
Many are looking forward to the British Regional
Conference of the International Council of Christian Churches, to be held, D.V., in the Central Hall,
Edinburgh, July 24-30. This will be their first
British Conference. Amsterdam (1948), Geneva
(1950) and Edinburgh (1952) will make an imposing series of conferences. The chairman of the
Edinburgh conference will be Rev. W. J. Grier of
the Irish Evangelical Church. The Reformed
Presbyterian Church and the Free Church of Scotland will be represented. They are interested in
the· I.C.C.C., and, on the whole, sympathetic, but to
date have not committed themselves officially to
support the movement. Perhaps the conference
will help them to make up their mind, if they have
not decided before then. The theme of the conference will be "The Evangelical Church, and its
problems in the present world situation."

Irish Evangelical
Church
For some time, the cleavage between genuine
Evangelicalism and liberal ecumenicity as expressed, for example in such counter-movements as
the W.C.C. and the I.C.C.C., did not make itself felt
in Northern Ireland. Christians who remained in
the larger denominations, which in Ireland are
controlled by the liberal groups, did not realize
their position in relation to the world-wide struggle
between the Gospel and error. Indeed many were
oblivious to the existence of any organized struggle at all. But recently the clash between the
I.C.C.C. and the W.C.C. has been a topic in evangelical circles here. Through the agency of the
Irish Evangelical Church and the National Union
of Protestants, Christians have been informed and
advised. It seems likely that in future there will
be a greater awareness of the true world-situation
234

regarding the struggle already indicated;. This
will be a good thing for Evangelicalism in Ireland.
It has forced Christians to realize that by their
denominational link, they are either with the W.C.C.
or the I.C.C.C. Many, of course, are in a so-called
neutral position-they are linked to no international
organization. For example, the Baptists in Ireland and the Brethren movement-which is very
strong in the North-are following the isolationist
policy. But most Calvinists in the North are not
in sympathy with such a policy and favour a
world-wide, organized opposition to the false
ecumenicity of the World Council.
It is interesting to observe, in passing, that the
isolationist section of the evangelicals in Ireland,
roughly coincides wth the dispensational section.
On the whole, the Baptists and the Brethren accept the dispensationalist scheme of things, and,
possibly quite unknown to themselves, this has
been reflected in their world and life view - or
should I say their lack of a world and life view?
Surely it is to be deplored that so many of our
brethren are non-coperative in the present struggle against unprotestant teaching and activities.
As a result of this consciousness in Northern
Ireland of the cleavage between Christianity and
liberalism, not only have individual believers been
compelled to reconsider their denominational attachments-and they have been left without excuse
-but the position of the Irish Evangelical Church,
in which your correspondent has the privilege to
minister, has been justified once again. In 1927
there was a small secession from the Irish Presbyterian Church, after the cause of Calvinism had
been taken to the highest court of the Church and
rejected there, when a heretical professor, Dr. J.
E. Davey, was "cleared" of the serious charges
brought against him. Thus the overwhelming
majority voted against the teaching of the Westminster Confession of Faith. Later that year the
I.E.C. was formed, and soon, D.V., we will be
twenty-five years of age. It is tragic that in 1927
the large Presbyterian body made it impossible
for the Evangelicals to remain. The onus for the
division rests on them. The founders of the I.E.C.
were not schismatics. Their fight for Truth was
orderly and constitutional, their final withdrawal
just as orderly.. Cardinal doctrines were at stake,
and compromise would have meant disloyalty to
Christ. This was very clear to Rev. James Hunter
(now in Glory) and Rev. W. J. Grier, and their
supporters twenty-five years ago. It is just as clear
to our Church to-day.
There are some in the Irish Presbyterian Church
who would like to see us return to the mother body.
It is no pleasure to us to maintain our separation.
Duty is not always a pleasure, humanly speaking.
But while the liberal group holds the reins in the
Irish Presbyterian Church, we can have no affinity for it, no desire to return. Leaders of that
THE CALVIN FORUM
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is that God will keep us faithful and save us from
compromise or even fraternisation with the enemies
of the Cross of Christ.
With Greetings from Irish Calvinists,
Yours in His Service,

Church now openly co-operate with Unitarian
ministers-and the God of the Unitarian is not our
God. Our Church is small, but it is growing, and
the doctrines of Calvinism are proclaimed from
our pulpits. Our faults are not hard to find, our
own weakness is great, but our prayer as a Church

FRED

s.
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"WHITHER" ANSWERED BY "WHY"
W AAROM? By S. U. Zuidema, editor.
Delft: Van Keulen, 1951. 107 pages.
'(c;-J.OR some time now there is a growing feeling of
-d' unrest and discontent among us," writes one of
the contributors to this volume. Another adds
that " ... normally the church of Jesus Christ is poor, oppressed, and persecuted. As long as Goel privileges us with
his restraint upon these externally adverse circumstances,
we should gratefully enjoy a more peaceful period, but remember that this is an exception."
In this spirit the contributors to this book reply to the
critics of the Reformed way of life in the Netherlands.
And many critics there are, from within and from without.
Some criticism is deserved, and the authors admit this. But
much of it is undeserved, or at least unfair. The authors
want the Reformed Church of the Nether lands to profit
from both.
GEREFORMEERDEN,

This book is more directly a reply to Geref ormeerden,
Waarheen? (Reformed, Whither?). The latter is a book
that appeared recently, criticizing the Reformed life in the
Netherlands severely. It is written by those within the
fold. The answer of the authors is: To the Bible as interpreted in our Reformed Standards.
They recognize that all is not well, especially among the
intellectuals. "They are more confused than the common
people. Were one to measure Reformed life by our intellectuals, conditions would indeed appear very dark."
One should read this book to get a little insight in the
weakness and also the strength of Reformed life in the
Netherlands. And . . . what an object lesson for us as a
Reformed people in America. Where do we stand? How
virile is our faith? Especially among the "intellectuals"?
CORNELIUS

JAARSMA

Calvin College
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